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Dolores Claiborne I had recently read Gerald's Game thought the eerie connection of two unrelated women who experience terror view spoiler [ and kill their husbands hide spoiler ] during the total eclipse added to the suspe. As I had recently read Gerald's Game thought the eerie connection of two unrelated women who experience terror view spoiler [ and kill their husbands hide spoiler ] during the total eclipse added to the Dolores Claiborne.
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she did not kill her employer, Vera Donovan, and, in doing so, confesses to the murder, some 30 years prior, of her husband.

Dolores also tells of Vera's physical and mental decline and of her loyalty to an employer who has become emotionally demanding in recent years. Get A Copy. Published December 1st by Signet Book Dolores Claiborne published November More Details Original Title. Dolores Claiborne Tall Island United States. Other Editions Friend Reviews. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. To ask other readers questions about Dolores Claiborne please sign up.

Chelsea Unless it's first print, first edition, probably Dolores Claiborne much. Still very cool. There are sites that list how to tell a first from others and how much est …more Unless it's first print, first edition, probably not much.

There are sites that list how to tell a first from others Dolores Claiborne how much estimated worth. You can find them on google. Is this book appropriate for a 12 year old? There's implied incest and the father wants to rape the child. See all 3 questions about Dolores Claiborne…. Lists with This Book. Community Reviews. Showing Average rating 3. Rating details. More filters. Sort order. Start your review of Dolores Claiborne. Wow, this book is pretty unique - Dolores Claiborne in the form of a monologue given by Dolores herself detailing the events "Sometimes you have to be a high riding bitch to survive, sometimes, being a bitch is all a woman has to hang on to.

Wow, this book is pretty unique - it's in the form of a monologue given by Dolores herself detailing the events leading up to her husband's death a number of Dolores Claiborne previously, as well as the more recent death of her employer, Vera Donovan.

There's no chapters, no breaks, nothing. Just a continuous narration from our protagonist. It blows me away how, not Dolores Claiborne one second, did I feel like I was reading King's writing - I felt like I was reading Dolores' confession. King's ability to perfectly encapsulate and get into the head of a middle-aged woman astounds me.

She has such a strong, believable voice. Bravo, King. Bravo. Dolores made me laugh out loud honestly, those stories about Vera's bowel movements she made me tear up, and I was cheering her on Dolores Claiborne step of the way.

She is a kick ass character, a strong female and one of King's best. And she perfectly demonstrates the strength of a mother's love, even though it may raise many Dolores Claiborne about morality and how far we should go to protect those who we love. It took me a little longer to warm up to Vera, but I Dolores Claiborne up loving her Dolores Claiborne well.

It's just so awesome to read about two females who, even though they may have had some issues, had each other's backs. Dolores Claiborne may have given me a new favourite King character for the list, but it has also given me a new most-hated character too. Her damn husband, Joe. The Dolores Claiborne he treats Dolores and the things he says to her, as well as how he treated other characters careful of spoilers made me want to beat the crap outta him!

Even though this book has quite a few funny moments and hilarious quotes from Dolores, it does deal with some dark themes, such as domestic violence, alcoholism and sexual abuse. It's not a horror book either, although certain parts left me a little on edge, which I can't go into without spoiling!

Although I liked the unique narration of this book, I personally was not a Dolores Claiborne of the lack of chapters or section breaks, but I guess that's just a personal preference. I've had a few people on instagram say they prefer that as it actually helped them speed through the book. It just wasn't for me! I almost wanted to Dolores Claiborne things I didn't like about this book as I've been on such a great run of awesome reads recently and sometimes I get self-conscious of giving so many books in a row a high rating - but WHATEVER.

I loved it and that's it! I ain't gonna apologise for Dolores Claiborne such great reads or in this instance for Abbie picking a great read for me.

View all 21 comments. Nov 08, Julie rated it really liked it Shelves: the-maine-event. You see. They are to the average hetero man what the holy grail was to the crusaders: a small, elusive, sacred treasure where men believe prayers may be answered.

Most men will do almost anything to get close to a vagina. They'll flatter the owner of the vagina, fill the belly near the vagina with extravagant food and wine, even tell Dolores Claiborne vagina itself that it's the prettiest of the all of the vaginas. Sometimes they'll even dance before it. Which is exactly what Joe St. George did, into the young Dolores Claiborne.

Danced close to her at the senior prom, filled her ears with words of love Dolores Claiborne praise, flirted delicately with her and repeatedly initiated foreplay until she finally surrendered her vagina to their mutual passion. Before either of them knew it, she was pregnant, and, even though Dolores knew by then that Joe was a Dolores Claiborne dud, it was and her only real option was marriage.

Marriage to a dud who rarely worked at anything more than making babies. Your cunt's even worse. Christ, you ain't Dolores Claiborne yet and fuckin you'd like fuckin a mudpuddle. I never wanted a protagonist to kill her fictional husband more. I wanted her to kill him so badly, I couldn't wait to find out how she did it. This is no spoiler alert, by the way. We know from the very first pages Dolores Claiborne Dolores is out to prove she did not kill her employer, Vera Donovan, and, in doing so, confesses to the murder, some 30 years prior, of her husband.
Some men. George isn't one of them. By the way, Mr. King created such a clever twist here, giving this slothful ball of slime a name that connotes valor and honor, yet giving Dolores a name that is literal in its meaning.

This novel is far from perfect. Dolores's drudgery. Dolores Claiborne viewed them both as survivors. We owners of vaginas need to remember that we are the Dolores Claiborne of the light, and the vessels for new life. View all 63 comments. Nov 24, Phrynne rated it it was amazing Shelves: I have enjoyed many Dolores Claiborne King books but this one has to be one of the very best. Firstly the fact that the whole book was one continuous monologue - no chapter breaks, no alternative points of view - just Dolores Claiborne telling her tale and confessing her failures.

Then the Dolores Claiborne main characters, Dolores herself and Vera, both self-proclaimed bitches and both wonderfully fascinating people. So good.

**Dolores Claiborne () - IMDb**

It is based on the novel of the same name by Stephen King. The plot focuses on the strained relationship between a mother and her daughter, largely told through flashbacks after her daughter arrives to her remote hometown on a Maine island where her mother has been accused of murdering the elderly woman for whom she cared. Kathy Bates stated Dolores Claiborne a retrospective interview that her performance Dolores Claiborne the titular Dolores was her favorite performance she had ever given.

Dolores has a struggle with her elderly, paralyzed employer, Vera Donovan, in her mansion. Vera falls down the staircase and Dolores ransacks the kitchen.

She Dolores Claiborne caught by a mailman, who sees her Dolores Claiborne over Vera with a rolling pin apparently intending to kill her.

Vera dies and the police begin a murder investigation. Dolores' daughter, Selena St. George, is a successful journalist, living in New York City, who battles depression and substance abuse. Selena arrives in town to support her mother, despite her own doubts about Dolores' innocence. Dolores insists she did not kill her employer. Selena finds little sympathy for Dolores, as the entire town believes she murdered her husband, Joe St. George, almost Dolores Claiborne years earlier.

Some of the town's inhabitants harass her by vandalizing her home, taunting her in the street, and driving by her house and screaming at her.

Detective John Mackey, who was the chief detective in her husband's murder case, is determined to put Dolores away for life. Selena also Dolores Claiborne Dolores killed her father, and has not spoken Dolores Claiborne her mother in over a decade.

In Joe was an abusive alcoholic and one night Dolores had threatened to kill him if he ever Dolores Claiborne her Dolores Claiborne. Selena, then 13 years old, was unaware her mother was being abused. Dolores went to work as a housemaid for Dolores Claiborne Vera Donovan to save money to pay for Selena's education.

Dolores went to the bank to withdraw her money so Selena and she could flee Joe's abuse. The plan was abandoned, however, when Dolores discovered that Joe Dolores Claiborne stolen the money from Selena's savings account. Dolores says Vera threw herself down the staircase and begged Dolores to put her out of her misery. Mackey refuses to believe her, and reveals that Vera has left her entire fortune to Dolores.

Mackey informs them the will is eight years old, which Dolores Claiborne convinces Selena her mother is Dolores Claiborne. Dolores eventually tells Selena that before Dolores Claiborne died, Dolores realized Joe was sexually abusing Selena when she gave her an heirloom locket. Selena has always furiously denied any abuse, and after a fierce argument, she storms out, leaving Dolores to fend for herself. Back in Dolores Claiborne broke down and confessed Joe's abuses to Vera, who Dolores Claiborne characteristically cold until Dolores mentioned that he was molesting Selena.

Turning unusually sympathetic, Vera implied she killed her own late, unfaithful husband, Jack, and engineered it to look like an accident.

Vera's Dolores Claiborne formed a bond between the two women and convinced Dolores to take control of her situation. As a total solar eclipse approached, Dolores was pointedly given the rest of the day off by Vera. Dolores and Selena had an argument about Dolores' suspicions regarding Joe's sexual abuse.

Selena fled home for the weekend to work at a hotel, where guests had flocked for the eclipse. Joe soon returned from working on a fishing boat, and Dolores offered him a bottle of Scotch to celebrate the eclipse. After Joe got drunk, Dolores revealed she knew he stole from Selena's account and molested his own daughter, then provoked him into attacking her and falling down an old well, leaving him to die as he plunges to the stone bottom.

Selena hears this entire story on a tape left for her by Dolores, who Dolores Claiborne foreseen her departure. While on the ferry, Selena suddenly uncovers a repressed memory of her father forcing her to give him a handjob. Realizing everything, Selena rushes back to Dolores as she is attending the coroner's inquest. As Mackey makes Dolores Claiborne case to be sent to a Dolores Claiborne jury in an attempt to indict Dolores for murder, Selena arrives and Dolores Claiborne him he has no admissible evidence, he is only doing this because of his personal vendetta against Dolores, and that despite an Dolores Claiborne stormy relationship, Vera and Dolores loved each other.

Realizing that the case would likely end with either a dismissal or acquittal, Mackey reluctantly drops the charges. Dolores and Selena reconcile Dolores Claiborne the ferry wharf before Selena returns to New York. Though typically classified as a drama and psychological thrillers, critics, such as Roger Ebert have classified Dolores Claiborne as a horror film[8] while it has also been identified as Dolores Claiborne Gothic romance.
Dolores Claiborne has been cited as a "self-consciously feminist" film that "combines the melodramatic impulse with the investigative structure of a noir crime thriller and a contemporary feminist consciousness. The site's consensus states: "Post- Misery Dolores Claiborne Bates proves to be another wonderful conduit for Stephen King's novels in this patient, gradually terrifying thriller. Bates's powerhouse of a performance Only after the film has carefully laid the groundwork for a story of old wounds and violent mishaps does the anticlimactic truth become apparent.

That ranks it as the 15th-highest grossing film Dolores Claiborne on a Stephen King novel, unadjusted for inflation. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Theatrical release poster. Reilly Eric Bogosian Christopher Plummer.


Dolores Claiborne () - Rotten Tomatoes

From Coraline to ParaNorman check out some of our favorite family-friendly movie picks to watch this Halloween. See the full gallery. Title: Dolores Claiborne Instead of heading to Arizona for her next big story in what has Dolores Claiborne her illustrious career Dolores Claiborne her relatively Dolores Claiborne life, New York based investigative journalist Selena St.

George heads to her hometown on a small Dolores Claiborne just off Dolores Claiborne coast of Jonesport, Maine upon receiving a fax from an anonymous sender that her mother, Dolores Claiborne, is the only suspect in what looks to be the murder of her wealthy employer of twenty-three years, Vera Donovan.

Dolores, who reassumed her maiden name following the death of Selena's father, Joe St. George, started working as one of Vera's domestics upon her moving permanently into what used to be the Donovan's' summer house after Jack Donovan's passing, Dolores ultimately moving into Dolores Claiborne Donovan house full time as her caregiver when Vera required 'round the clock care.

Dolores' employment, which was solely to save money for Selena's education, was Dolores Claiborne miserly and overly particular Vera only paying a pittance. Selena has been estranged from Witten by Huggo. I first saw "Dolores Claiborne" when it came out in and have seen it again some 3 or 4 times since, a practice I dedicate only to "certified" masterpieces.

At first, I couldn't figure Dolores Claiborne why I kept revisiting "D. But as I became more familiar with the film, I could see why it always pulled me in: it's a triumph of story-telling of the WAY and PACE the story is Dolores Claiborne in small precise doses much like Dolores Claiborne completing a puzzle, the kind Dolores Claiborne film you can only let go when the last missing piece Selena's final flashback fits into place.

How the story manages to make such initially repulsive characters all of them! The cinematography is kind of obvious in its distinct color treatment of past and present, but the entire cast is inspired, including Kathy Bates' Dolores Claiborne performance she has stated so herself especially in the flash-back scenes; delightfully virtuoso Judy Parfitt you just keep Dolores Claiborne along for more Vera's scenes, and each one of them is a knockout ; and reliable pros Christopher Plummer, David Strathairn such an underrated actor!

Even Jennifer Jason Leigh for once has her irritating mannerisms fit perfectly to build her Dolores Claiborne tormented character. That's what good story-telling is all about: even if you already know the plot from A to Z, you just want Dolores Claiborne see once again the way it unfolds, like a good scary fairy tale. Looking for some great streaming picks? Check out some of the IMDb editors' favorites and shows to round out your Watchlist.
A big-city reporter travels to the small town where her mother has been arrested for the murder of an elderly woman that she works for as a maid.


Stephen King Movies at the U. Box Office. Top-Rated Movies for a Solar Eclipse. Horror nights. Saddest Movies I've Seen. Movies seen in Share this Rating Title: Dolores Claiborne 7. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin.

Edit Cast overview, first billed only: Kathy Bates Dolores Claiborne Jennifer Jason Leigh Selena St. George Judy Parfitt Vera Donovan Christopher Plummer Detective John Mackey David Strathairn Joe St. George Eric Bogosian Peter John C.

Constable Frank Stamshaw Ellen Muth Young Selena Bob Gunton Pease Roy Cooper Magistrate Wayne Robson Sammy Dolores Claiborne Ruth Marshall Secretary Weldon Allen Bartender Tom Gallant Searcher Kelly Burnett Edit Storyline Dolores Claiborne of heading to Arizona for her next big story in what has been her illustrious career in her relatively young life, New York based investigative journalist Selena St. Taglines: They were separated by a death Edit Did You Know?

Parfitt, who had largely confined her career to the stage, was virtually unknown to film audiences Dolores Claiborne the time. After she auditioned with Kathy BatesBates reportedly turned to Hackford and gasped "Who was that? Goofs The Dolores Claiborne on Dolores's face when she sees Vera at the bottom of Dolores Claiborne stairs after her fall, between the first and second flashback.

Quotes Dolores Claiborne : Hell ain't somethin' you get thrown into overnight. Real hell comes on Dolores Claiborne slow and steady as a line of wet winter sheets. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Frequently Asked Questions Q: Was there really a total solar eclipse in? Q: Did the bank give Dolores back the money that Joe took from Selena's account? Dolores Claiborne Is Dolores Claiborne Claiborne' based on a book? 
